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Deco Dash!: Global Game Jam 2019
Deco Dash!  is a local multiplayer competitive redecorating game made in Unity. My responsibilities 
were primarily character art and animation, with a healthy amount of design and overall direction.

Blow ‘Em Out Your Hatch: Global Game Jam 2020
Blow ‘Em Out Your Hatch is a local co-op multiplayer game made in Unity. My responsibilities were 
primarily character art and animation, FX, overall art direction, some environment modeling and 
level design, and some overall design and direction.

Sea of Screams: Global Game Jam 2021
Sea of Screams is a single-player puzzle game made in Unity. I primarily owned the character art, 
animation, FX, and overall art direction. I also modeled and designed some larger environmental 
assets and contributed to the overall design of the game.

Middle-Earth: Shadow of Mordor: Monolith Productions [Associate World Designer]
My responsibilities as an Associate Designer on Shadow of Mordor included placing and maintaining 
player movement markup, greyboxing new assets, designing area layouts, some gameplay data man-
agement, quest prototyping, and the construction and maintenance of heavily scripted gameplay 
assets.

Deer Hunter 2016: Glu Mobile (GluW) [Designer]
My responsibilities as an Associate Designer on Deer Hunter 2016 included most of the level design 
across the 12+ worlds, level design pipeline streamlining, various gameplay data management, 
region creation and maintenance, event creation and maintenance, economy data implementation, as 
well as some world art and lighting.  Deer Hunter 2016 was made in Unity.

Middle-Earth: Shadow of War: Monolith Productions [World Designer]
My responsibilities as a World Designer on Shadow of War included placing and maintaining player 
movement markup, greyboxing new assets, providing performant content support for various disci-
plines (UI/UX, World Art, Engineering, FX, and Cinematics) and features, providing gameplay-centric 
critique to the art pipeline, and some building and maintenance of gameplay scripted prefabs.

[Unannounced Project]: Monolith Productions [World Designer]
My responsibilities as a World Designer on [Unannounced Project] consisted mainly of world layout 
and level design, as well as the greyboxing of props and large environmental features. I was also 
hands-on in developing several procedural content pipelines/tools and spent a while working on the 
missions team helping with early development of their tools and content pipelines.
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